COVALENCE COMPLETE

Monitor, detect, analyze,
respond. Leading automation,
managed by experts.

covalence.fieldeffect.com

Cyber security that keeps business moving.
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Automated, managed cyber
security. We do that.
Your company’s IT infrastructure is dynamic and
forever-changing as employees use new devices,
update software, and connect from unique locations.
Securing all these moving parts is nearly impossible
when you lack the tools or resources necessary
for success.

The result? All those hours once
devoted to meeting business goals
are now spent worrying about
cyber security.
Instead of always playing catch-up, secure your
business with a platform powerful enough to
proactively identify vulnerabilities, detect cyber threats
and risks across your networks, cloud services, and
endpoints, and provide the functional insights to
resolve them.

THE CHALLENGE

Nearly 50% of a company’s cyber
security risk stems from the
complexity of managing multiple
products or vendors.
Eliminate that risk with one solution for all your threat
detection and response needs.

And worse, traditional cyber security solutions are
often too complex to configure, deploy, and integrate.
These tools can’t keep pace with a dynamic business

Continuous infrastructure monitoring is arguably the

environment, and you may end up with dangerous

best way to stay ahead of cyber risks. But with growth

security gaps.

comes complexity, and keeping up with an ever-changing
network will require time, skills, or resources that you
may not have.

THE SOLUTION

Your modern business deserves
robust threat monitoring, detection,
and response that works across any
combination of cloud assets, onpremise networks, endpoints, and
operating systems, no matter where
you are.

The right solution offers a continual view of potential cyber
risks and malicious activity. With data-driven insights and
a team of real experts on your side, you can prevent cyber
threats and eliminate security vulnerabilities easily.

MEET COVALENCE COMPLETE

The most sophisticated cyber threat
monitoring on the planet, made simple.
From threat detection to analysis and
response, we’ve got you covered.
No matter the complexity of your network, the market
sector you serve, or your budget, you’ll see a difference

What’s more, Covalence gets even better over
time. Our team is always improving its features and
detection capabilities as new threats emerge — with all
enhancements delivered to you as they’re released, at no
additional cost. This continuous improvement ensures

with Covalence immediately.

complete protection for your business.

Whether you have a team of two or 2,000, work in one

Discover the advantages of a managed, automated

office or several, Covalence Complete pinpoints the
cyber threats and vulnerabilities targeting your business
and provides the information you need to respond — all
from one user-friendly platform.
Through proprietary analytics and technologies,
Covalence delivers sophisticated threat monitoring and
detection to secure your data and assets and ensure
continued operations.

service with cyber experts by your side.

BENEFITS

Cyber security made
simple with all-in-one threat
monitoring, analysis,
and response.

We’ve made Covalence Complete to match the evolving
needs of your modern business.

EXPERIENCE 24/7 NETWORK MONITORING

DISCOVER VULNERABILITIES AND RISKS

Secure your network by identifying threats and

Recognize important changes to activity across your

potential vulnerabilities to your network traffic through

IT environment that may indicate risks, including

sophisticated monitoring, alerting, analysis, and insights.

misconfigured cloud services and unpatched software,
to understand and improve your security.

SECURE ALL WINDOWS, LINUX, AND MAC ENDPOINTS

Protect your endpoints with practical insights into the

EXPERIENCE ADVANCED MONITORING AND ANALYTICS

configuration, operation, behaviour, vulnerabilities, and

Benefit from machine learning and analytic capabilities

threats facing your Windows, Linux, and Mac platforms,

that provide continuous analysis of user and service data

IoT devices, and mobile services.

to identify and address threats. The result is realtime
visibility to detect, monitor, measure, manage, and

GAIN ADVANCED CLOUD MONITORING

reduce attackable points from end to end.

Use our cloud-native monitoring sensor to protect
your company domain and cloud-based programs

GAIN EXPERT THREAT HUNTING

and applications, including Microsoft 365, Google

Obtain better insight and security recommendations

Workspace, Amazon Web Services, Azure, Dropbox,

thanks to our expert threat hunters who dive deep into

Box, and Okta.

network and Covalence data to identify new, emerging,
or otherwise undetected vulnerabilities and threats.

BENEFIT FROM DOMAIN MONITORING

Protect against phishing and other potential attacks

EXPERIENCE ACTIVE RESPONSE

by monitoring and receiving alerts about activity by

Rely on our expert analysts to automatically remediate

unknown users, to create and register similar domains.

active threats and compromises on your network. Our
team isolates threats and compromises, and prevents

FORTIFY YOUR NETWORK PERIMETER

spread across your endpoints.

Rely on our DNS firewall to ensure safe web
browsing and Internet access by blocking connections

LOOK BEHIND THE SCENES WITH OBSERVER ROLE

to malicious websites.

Take a closer look at how we analyze data from your
network, endpoint, and cloud layers to keep you secure.

SECURE YOUR MOBILE DEVICES

Observer role is an informational tool that lets you

Integrate Covalence with your Mobile Device

explore underlying indexed data to learn more about

Management (MDM) services, including Microsoft InTune

your IT environment.

and VMware AirWatch, for end-to-end visibility. Custom
Covalence mobile endpoint agents are also available.

BENEFITS

RECEIVE IMMEDIATE, EXPERT INCIDENT RESPONSE

Tap our expert incident response capabilities and
customized IR service packages to quickly respond and
recover from the unexpected. We identify the cause of
incidents, make recommendations to eliminate threats,
identify any other potential threats and vulnerabilities,
contain threats and verify they no longer exist, and put

ACCESS INTEGRATION FUNCTIONALITY

Use Covalence APIs and SDKs to easily integrate
Covalence with other systems and provide monitoring
and AROs alerting from one platform, including Simple
RESTful API integration with the primary Covalence
platform, advanced Python SDK and API to work with
Covalence sensors, and integrations and add-ons for

your business on the right recovery path.

third-party products.

MINIMIZE YOUR IMPACT WITH INCIDENT READINESS

ALIGN WITH CYBER SECURITY FRAMEWORKS

Put the right preparation in place now to minimize
the impact of a future security incident. Through our
Incident Response (IR) Readiness Package, we identify
improvements and the best practices and processes
needed to prepare for potential incidents. We help
you set the stage early on to respond quickly with less

Experience advanced vulnerability discovery and
reporting based on industry best practice frameworks,
including the NIST Cyber Security Framework, ISO
27001, Canadian Centre for Cyber Security Baseline
Controls (CCSC BC), Payment Card Industry Data
Security Standard (PCI DSS), and Australia’s ACSC

recovery costs and downtime

Essential Eight Mitigation Measures.

PRIORITIZE SECURITY EFFORTS

RELY ON EASY SET-UP, STATE-OF-THE-ART APPLIANCES

Implement security controls, user policies, and education
efforts through targeted insights and guidance from our
intelligent Actions, Recommendations, and Observations

Choose from a range of Covalence appliances to
complete your Covalence deployment and ensure
sophisticated cyber security monitoring, detection, and

(AROs) alerts and reporting.

analysis for your specific IT environment.

STOP SUSPICIOUS EMAIL ACTIVITY

ACCESS ROUND-THE-CLOCK SECURITY EXPERTISE

Protect email communications with our Suspicious Email
Analysis Service, enabling users to quickly forward any
suspect emails to our cyber experts for fast analysis.

Get help every step of the way. Our expert cyber analysts
are available for your security questions, providing the
advice you need.

WE MAKE IT EASY

Intelligent alerting. Guided remediation.
Expert counsel.
Say goodbye to confusing threat
alerts, and hello to AROs.
Covalence’s sophisticated monitoring and detection
technologies and methodologies are transformed
into actionable insights that help you quickly and
proactively understand the response needed to
secure your business.

We deliver analyst-verified threat data as simple,
prioritized, actionable reporting that helps you
understand your threats as Actions, Recommendations
and Observations (AROs). Our proprietary approach
removes noise to show you the alerts that matter with
the context needed to resolve them.
Say goodbye to a volume of threat alerts that take hours
to investigate. No security event logs to sort through.
No more time spent gathering data across your network
from multiple tools.

What’s an ARO?
Actions

Recommendations

Observations

needed for an active or imminent

to your network configuration,

in your network may be early

threat that could compromise

software, or technology to

indicators of malicious activity

your network or devices, we will

address specific vulnerabilities or

that could impact your cyber

flag this as a required Action.

possible threats, we will indicate

security. We report this as

this as a Recommendation.

an Observation.

When immediate action is

If a suggested change is needed

Specific conditions or events

Need help? We’ve got your back.

Experience the advantages of working with cyber

Like a professional concierge service, gain the peace of

Effect developed Covalence after years of research and

mind that comes from a dedicated team of experienced
cyber pros and analysts providing expert support, counsel,
and recommendations. From technical support to advice
on security strategy, we’re at your side to help you
continually protect your business.

leaders and technical veterans. Our team at Field
development, applying decades of cyber analysis and
technology experience from some of the most secure,
complex, and fast-paced security environments in the
world. We’ve also helped shape national-level cyber
security policies.

Need more? Let’s find a
Covalence product that fits
your business.
No matter how your company evolves, you’re in good
hands. We have Covalence products and packages to
meet your needs.

Let’s chat. We’ll find the Covalence
solution that’s right for you.

Start securing your
business today.

About Field Effect Software, Inc.

FIELD EFFECT SALES

Field Effect believes businesses of all sizes deserve

Email: sales@fieldeffect.com

powerful cyber security solutions to protect them. The

Phone:

company’s threat detection, monitoring, training, and
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Canada and the United States

compliance products and services are the result of years of

+1.800.299.8986

research and development by the brightest talents in the
cyber security industry. Our solutions are purpose-built for

United Kingdom

SMBs and deliver sophisticated, easy-to-use and manage

+44.800.0869176

technology with actionable insights to keep you safe from
cyber threats.

Australia
+61.1800.431418

Covalence products are designed to adapt with
your business needs. The Covalence Complete
product line includes Small Team, Professional,
Business, and Small Enterprise packages.
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Cyber security that keeps business moving.

